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It is important to know what cues the sensory system extracts from natural stimuli and how the brain
uses them to form perception. To explore this issue, Smith, Delgutte, and Oxenham@Nature
~London! 416, 87–90 ~2002!# mixed one sound’s temporal envelope with another sound’s fine
temporal structure to produce auditory chimaeras and found that ‘‘the perceptual importance of the
envelope increases with the number of frequency bands, while that of the fine structure diminishes.’’
This study addressed two technical issues related to natural cochlear filtering and artificial filter
ringing in the chimaerizing algorithm. In addition, this study found that the dichotomy in auditory
perception revealed by auditory chimaeras is an epiphenomenon of the classic dichotomy between
low- and high-frequency processing. Finally, this study found that the temporal envelope determines
sound location as long as the interaural level difference cue is present. The present result reinforces
the original hypothesis that the temporal envelope is critical for speech perception whereas temporal
fine structure is critical for pitch perception, but does not support the assertion regarding the
temporal envelope and fine structure as the acoustic basis for the ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘where’’ mechanisms.
© 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1777938#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classical dichotomies in auditory perception inclu
pitch encoding with temporal and spectral cues~Licklider,
1951!, sound localization with interaural time and level d
ferences~Rayleigh, 1907!, and listening with either the ‘‘au-
ditory’’ or ‘‘speech’’ mode ~Liberman and Mattingly, 1989!.
Recently, Smithet al. ~2002! showed a new dichotomy in
auditory perception between temporal envelope and
structure cues. They first digitally filtered a wideband sig
~80–8 820 Hz! into 1–64 frequency bands and then used
Hilbert transform to decompose the band-limited signal i
a slowly varying envelope component and a fast vary
fine-structure component. To assess relative contribution
temporal envelope and fine structure to auditory percept
they produced ‘‘auditory chimaeras’’ by mixing one sound
envelope with another sound’s fine structure. By conduct
listening tests with the chimaeric sounds, they found that
envelope is most important for speech reception, and the
structure is most important for pitch perception and sou
localization.

Smith et al.’s ~2002! report has generated much intere
in the field and already stimulated several new studies
speech perception~Xu and Pfingst, 2003! and in cochlear
implants ~Hong et al., 2003; Litvak et al., 2003!. Here we
address two technical issues in Smithet al.’s chimaerizing
algorithm. One issue is related to an over-interpretation
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the role of the fine structure cue with a few frequency ban
~e.g., 1 and 2!. The other issue is related to a filter ringin
artifact that may have contributed to an over-interpretation
the role of the envelope cue with a large number of f
quency bands~e.g., 32, 48, and 64!. In addition, we take
issue with the generality of Smithet al.’s assertion that the
temporal envelope and fine structure are the acoustic bas
‘‘what’’ and ‘‘where’’ cortical mechanisms.

II. ENVELOPES RECOVERED BY COCHLEAR
FILTERING

Smith et al. ~2002! found 70%–90% correct perfor
mance for chimaeric sounds with one- or two-band spe
fine structure and noise envelope. This result was remi
cent of the classical work by Licklider and Pollack~1948!
showing that infinite amplitude clipping had minimal effec
on speech recognition. Because both the noise envelop
the speech-noise chimaeric sound and the envelope in
infinitely clipped speech were relatively flat, the good spee
performance appeared to suggest a significant contributio
the fine structure to speech intelligibility. This suggestion
inconsistent with previous work showing that the fine stru
ture with flattened1

4-oct band temporal envelopes contribut
only about 17% speech intelligibility~Drullman, 1995!. This
inconsistency lies in the auditory filter’s ability to recover th
narrow-band speech envelope from the broad-band sp
fine structure~Ghitza, 2001!.

To demonstrate the auditory filter’s ability to recover t
narrow-band speech envelope, Fig. 1 shows the output o
gammachirp auditory filters~Irino and Patterson, 2001! in
response to the original speech~top panel! as well as to the
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one-band chimaerized stimulus with the noise envelope
the speech fine structure~bottom panel!. The chimaeric
sound’s narrow-band envelopes were significantly correla
with the original speech envelopes with the mean coeffic
of 0.44 from all 16 bands and a range from 0.68 at the h
frequency band to 0.15 at the intermediate frequency ba
suggesting that the auditory filters could at least partia
recover the original narrow-band speech envelope from
one-band speech fine structure. To quantify the contribu
of the recovered narrow-band speech envelopes, we addi
ally amplitude modulated them to noise having the sa
bandwidth as the original gammachirp filters~Shannonet al.,
1995! and measured their performance using the HINT s
tences~Nilssonet al., 1994! in four normal-hearing subjects
The mean percent correct score was 79%~SD59%! for the
original one-band chimaerized sound, similar to the 7
score obtained in the Smithet al. study. However, we found
a mean score of 40%~SD512%! for the additionally synthe-
sized sound, suggesting that the recovered envelope c
account for at least half of the performance from the o
band chimaerized sound that contained the speech fine s
ture and the noise envelope. Therefore, taking cochlear
tering into account, the present result has effectiv
removed the number of bands as a significant factor
reinforced the original idea that the temporal envelope

FIG. 1. Narrow-band envelopes derived from the output of 16 gammac
filters in response to the original speech ‘‘A boy fell from the window’’~top
panel! and the one-band chimaeric sound with the speech fine structure
the noise envelope~bottom panel!. Numbers displayed to the left of th
panels represent different frequency bands. Numbers displayed to the
of the top panel are correlation coefficients between the original speech
the chimaeric sound’s narrow-band envelopes.
1352 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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critical for speech recognition~Van Tasellet al., 1987; Drul-
lman, 1995; Shannonet al., 1995!.

III. ARTIFICAL FINE STRUCTURE INTRODUCED BY
FILTER RINGING

Smith et al. ~2002! observed a contribution of the enve
lope to pitch recognition only with a large number of fr
quency bands~e.g., 48 and 64!. We found this result counte
intuitive. Consider the following simplistic case in pitch pe
ception, namely chimaerizing two sinusoids. In this case,
Hilbert envelope of a sinusoid is the amplitude and its H
bert fine structure is the cosine of the phase of the anal
signal @cos(2pft)#, with frequency being the only differenc
between the two sinusoids. To the extent that pitch is rela
to frequency, amplitude~i.e., temporal envelope! should not
determine the pitch of a sinusoid.1 Why then could Smith
et al. come to the conclusion that pitch is determined by
envelope with the large number of bands?

Figure 2 shows the waveform and its Fourier spectr
at the output of a few selected bands~the total number of
bands564! in response to a sinusoid at either 250 Hz~top
panels! or 8600 Hz~bottom panels!. In the top panels, the
11th band had a center frequency of 258 Hz and expect
produced the largest response to the 250-Hz sinuso

rp
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ht
nd

FIG. 2. Waveforms~left panels! and their Fourier amplitude spectra~right
panels! at the output of selective bands~labeled by the number displayed t
the left of the waveform panels! in a 64-band processor in response to tw
sinusoids at 250~top panels! and 8600 Hz~bottom panels!. The spectral
peak at 250 Hz in the top-right four panels represents the 250-Hz stim
component while additional peaks shifted systematically from low to h
frequencies representing the ringing at each band’s center frequency.
larly, the spectral peak at 8600 Hz in the bottom-right four panels repres
the stimulus while the additional peaks represent ringing artifacts.
Zeng et al.: Letters to the Editor
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stimulus. The other bands’ responses were much sm
~hardly seen in the waveform! but contained both the leake
stimulus at 250 Hz~the peak aligned to that in the 11th ban!
as well as the ringing located at the filter’s center freque
~the additional peak whose position systematically increa
with the band number!. The same pattern can be observed
the filter responses to the 8600-Hz sinusoidal stimulus.

When chimaerizing between the two sinusoids, the la
envelope in the band that contained the stimulus~e.g., the
64th band containing the 8600 Hz sinusoid! would be com-
bined with the fine structure in the same band in respons
the 250-Hz sinusoid, which had a dominant component at
ringing frequency of 8565 Hz. This ringing frequency w
close enough to 8600 Hz, resulting in an impression that
envelope determines pitch when the number of freque
bands is large as reported by Smithet al. ~2002!. With a
large number of bands, the difference is small between
ringing frequency and the original signal frequency, mak
the differentiation between Smithet al.’s envelope argumen
and the present ringing argument subtle in a practical se
However, the theoretical differentiation is important becau
the ringing is primarily determined by the filter propertie
such as the center frequency and the bandwidth, having n
ing to do with the original signal; we suggest that the d
showing dependence of pitch perception on the temporal
velope obtained by Smithet al. at these large frequenc
bands~32–64! are an artifact of filter ringing.

IV. ‘‘WHERE’’ VERSUS ‘‘WHAT’’: A NEW OR OLD
DICHOTOMY?

Smith et al. ~2002! showed a dichotomy in speech re
ognition and sound localization by presenting chimae
speech sounds with either a 700-ms delayed envelope or fin
structure. With the 16- and 32-band conditions~their Fig. 4!,
they clearly demonstrated that the envelope cue is impor
for speech recognition and the fine-structure cue is impor
for sound localization, revealing a possible acoustic basis
the hypothesized ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘where’’ pathways in the au
ditory cortex ~Tian et al., 2001!. This result is provocative
but lacks the necessary generality to support its assertio

First, to examine what acoustic cues were respons
for the observed dichotomy in the Smithet al. results, we
used an identical algorithm and procedure to measure
intelligibility and localization of an exemplary condition i
the Smithet al. ~2002! study, in which one sentence’s env
lope was mixed via a 16-band chimaerizer with another s
tence’s fine structure that had a 700-ms ITD ~leading in the
right ear!. In addition, we processed those stimuli by t
classic low- and high-pass filtering~sixth-order Butterworth
filters!. Figure 3 shows averaged lateralization~top panel!
and intelligibility ~bottom panel! data as a function of the
cutoff frequency for low-pass~filled circles! and high-pass
~open triangles! filtering of the chimaeric sound in thre
normal-hearing listeners. Note first in the low-pass condit
that the subjects used mostly the ITD cue in the fine struc
to lateralize to the right ear. Note second in the high-p
condition that the subjects did not use the ITD cue in the fi
structure but rather the ILD cue in the envelope to latera
the sound~i.e., a center position in the head!. This was true
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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even with the 200-Hz high-pass condition, in which the su
jects only slightly lateralized~scale51! to the right ear. A
repeated-measure ANOVA confirmed that the difference
tween the low- and high-pass conditions was signific
@F(1,2)5135.32;p,0.01#. This result suggests that latera
ization using the ITD cue in the present chimaeric sound
essentially a low-frequency phenomenon.

Note a totally different pattern of results for the intell
gibility data, in which those low-frequency componen
~,800 Hz! that dominated lateralization contributed esse
tially nothing to speech intelligibility~see the three leftmos
filled circles representing 200-, 400-, and 800-Hz low-pa
cutoff frequencies!. On the contrary, it was the high
frequency components that contributed to speech intelligi
ity. Thus the present low-pass and high-pass filtering d
clearly demonstrate that the perceptual dichotomy betw
the temporal envelope and fine structure cues observed in
Smith et al. ~2002! study was due to the well-known differ
ence between the use of the low-frequency ITD cue for
eralization and the use of the high-frequency cue for inte
gibility ~Rayleigh, 1907; French and Steinberg, 194
Oppenheim and Lim, 1981!.

Second, to directly test the generality of Smithet al.’s
assertion relating the temporal envelope and fine structur
the ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘where’’ mechanisms, we constructed tw
chimaeric stimuli that contained either a 15-dB ILD cue
conflicting ITD and ILD cues extracted from head-relat
transfer functions.2 The ILD cue reflects an overall level dif
ference that is inherently embedded in the temporal en
lope, whereas the ITD cue in naturally embedded in the te
poral fine structure. Figure 4 shows the effect of the ILD c
on lateralization with the ITD cue towards either left~top

FIG. 3. Lateralization~top panel! and intelligibility ~bottom panel! results
from 16-band chimaerized sounds as a function of cutoff frequency
low-pass~filled circles! and high-pass~open triangles! filters. The averaged
data from three normal-hearing subjects are represented by symbols
the error bars represent plus or minus one standard deviation. In the
panel, the ‘‘3’’ on they axis represents the subject’s complete lateralizat
to the right ear while the ‘‘0’’ represents the center position. The intelli
bility scores are a percentage of the key words correctly identified.
1353Zeng et al.: Letters to the Editor
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panel! or right ~bottom panel!. Three experimental condition
included the original ITD-only control in Smithet al.’s study
~left bars!, the ILD-only condition ~middle bars!, and the
conflicting ITD and ILD condition~right bars!. Although the
conflicting ITD cue slightly reduced the ILD-alone effe
~0.5 to 1 on the23 to 3 scale used!, the result clearly showed
that whenever the ILD cue is present, the temporal envelo
rather than the fine structure, largely determines sound lo
tion.

V. FINAL REMARKS

Smith et al. ~2002! presented an innovative algorithm
~‘‘auditory chimaeras’’! to assess the relative contribution
temporal envelope and fine structure to auditory percept
Here we addressed two technical issues that one shoul
aware of when using their chimaerizing algorithm and
interpreting the results derived from auditory chimaer
First, one should be aware of the ear’s natural ability
recover the narrow-band envelope with broad-band proc
ing for a small number of frequency bands~e.g., 1 and 2!.
Second, one should be concerned about filter ringing artif
with narrow-band processing for a large number of ba
~e.g., 32, 48, and 64!. In addition, we performed a class
filtering manipulation on the chimaerized sounds and fou
clear evidence suggesting that the dichotomy revealed by
auditory chimaeras is an epiphenomenon of classic du
perception between low- and high-frequency pathways.
nally, we provided two counter examples showing that
temporal envelope via an ILD cue determines sound loca
for both conditions where the ITD cue was either neutral
in conflict with the ILD cue. The present result reinforces t
previously proposed hypothesis that the temporal envelop
critical for speech recognition whereas the temporal fi
structure is critical for pitch perception. However, the pres
result does not support the assertion regarding the temp

FIG. 4. Lateralization result for the ITD-only cue~left bars!, the ILD-only
cue~middle bars!, and the conflicting ITD and ILD cue~left bars!. The top
panel shows results from a condition where the ITD cue is either lef
neutral whereas the bottom panel shows the result from a condition w
the ITD cue is either right or neutral. The data are averaged from
normal-hearing subjects with the error bars representing plus or minus
standard deviation.
1354 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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envelope and fine structure as the acoustic basis for ‘‘wh
and ‘‘where’’ mechanisms.
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1It is noted that actual pitch perception of a pure tone is dependen
frequency as well as amplitude~Stevens, 1935!. However, this amplitude-
dependent change in pitch is generally small~;10%! and requires a large
change in amplitude~;40 dB!.

2The head-related transfer function~HRTF! was provided by Ruth Litovsky
and recorded in a human manikin. One sentence was convolved w
HRTF recorded from the right ear whereas another sentence was conv
with a HRTF recorded from the left ear. Chimearizing these two HRT
convolved sentences produced the stimuli used in Fig. 4, in which t
contained conflicting ITD and ILD cues.
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